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Overview and Summary 
The City of Barrie’s Wastewater Treatment Facility (WwTF) is located at 249 Bradford Street and in 2021 
operated under Amended Environmental Compliance Approval No. 0284-B2ML52 (“the ECA”) dated August 
24th, 2018, issued by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP). Compliance for 
2021 will be evaluated against section 11 reporting requirements of the ECA; a copy of which is attached in 
Appendix “A”. 

Amended Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA) No. 0284-B2ML52 granted approval to add three 
more mixers to the selector and two more heat exchangers to Primary Digester #3. The MECP were notified 
February 6, 2020, that the Proposed Works had been commissioned (copy of communication in Appendix 
B). A letter from a professional engineer at Hatch dated June 30, 2021, confirmed that the proposed works 
were in compliance with the ECA conditions and were constructed in accordance with Ministry sewage 
guidelines (copy of letter in Appendix B). 
On December 19, 2019, the City applied for an amendment to Amended Certificate of Approval (Air) 1316-
5MKTGU dated October 23, 2006 (the “Air ECA”) to update operations of air pollution control equipment, 
noise levels and dispersion modelling. Amended ECA # 6401-C2FKWA was issued June 2, 2021 (see copy 
attached in Appendix A). In 2021, the City continued to upgrade the operations and maintenance manual as 
is required by this approval.  

Sewage treatment processes included: 

• Mechanical Bar Screens,
• Grit removal,
• Primary settling,
• Selector tank,
• High purity oxygen activated sludge treatment (UNOX process),
• Dual point chemical addition for removal of phosphorus and suspended solids,
• Secondary settling,
• Nitrification by rotating biological contactors (RBC),
• Sand filtration,
• Ultraviolet disinfection,
• Treated effluent is discharged to Kempenfelt Bay through a staged diffuser,
• Biosolids are separated from the liquid sewage and are processed via dual digestion of sludge

(aerobic & anaerobic), and
• Methane gas generated from this process is ‘scrubbed’ and used for co-generation of heat and

electricity to offset plant energy demands.

In 2021, The effluent average daily flow of 50.7 mega litres per day (MLD) of sewage was treated 
representing approximately 66.7% of the plant’s rated capacity of 76 MLD. The maximum daily effluent flow 
was 73.1 MLD on September 22, 2021, due to precipitation and runoff accessing the sanitary collection 
system. 

Small volumes of imported sewage were received from the Royal Victoria Hospital’s temporary COVID-19 
field hospital throughout the year. 

Despite additional challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, the WwTF was in full compliance with all 
effluent concentration limits and loading limits. In addition, the plant met all ECA Objectives on a monthly 
average basis and, with few daily exceptions  

In June and July, the MECP conducted a field inspection of the WwTF and issued an inspection report on 
July 14, 2021, that confirmed that collection, transmission, treatment and disposal of sanitary sewage works 
have been constructed, operated and maintained in accordance with the City of Barrie’s ECA No. 0284-
52ML52, and no orders were issued. 
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In November 2020, the City began submitting Municipal Utility Urban Monitoring Program (MUMP) reports 
on-line using the new digital reporting system. This was continued through 2021. 

Over the reporting period the WwTF functioned exceptionally well, producing high quality treated effluent as 
indicated by minimal effluent nutrient levels. The effluent phosphorous monthly average concentrations all 
met the 0.18 mg/L monthly average compliance limit, and the effluent annual average phosphorous 
concentration of 0.026 mg/L (rounded to 0.03 mg/L) is the lowest on record and met the Lake Simcoe 
Phosphorus Reduction Strategy limit of 0.1 mg/L. The final effluent phosphorous annual loading was 555 
kg/year which is 20% of the annual compliance loading limit of 2,774 kg. The average ammonia-N effluent 
concentration based on all samples was 0.25 mg/L (second lowest on record) and all ammonia-N limits, 
objectives and loadings were consistently met. 

Some effluent pollutants such as total phosphorus, dissolved phosphorus, cBOD5 and E. coli were often 
below analytical detection limits.  

The WwTF had no sewage overflows or bypasses. One odour complaint was received on March 10 due to 
malfunctioning equipment and one planned release of biogas (227 m3 on September 20) was necessitated 
in order to empty and clean out primary digester #2 for preventative maintenance work. The release of 
biogas was approved beforehand by the MECP in a Letter of Director’s Consent dated September 17, 2021. 

The reporting sections in this report follow the specific reporting requirements of section 11(4) of the ECA. 
Copies of relevant ECAs, approvals and Notices of Modifications are contained in Appendix “A;” 
communications with MECP are contained in Appendix “B” and work summaries are contained in Appendix 
“C.” 

Effluent reporting statistics such as monthly average or yearly average concentrations in this report are 
calculated as per Schedule F of the ECA (i.e arithmetic mean of all single sample results obtained during a 
month or calendar year respectively). 

 

 

Reporting Section 11(4) (a): Summary/Interpretation of Influent & Imported 
Sewage Quality and Flows and Historical Trends 

WwTF influent sampling for 2021 was conducted as per the requirements of the ECA and results are 
presented in Table 1: 
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Table 1  WwTF 2021 Monthly Average Influent Concentrations and Total Flows 

Month 
(2021) 

Total 
Effluent 

Flow (m3) 

BOD5 
(mg/L) 

Total 
Suspended 

Solids 
(mg/L) 

Total 
Kjeldahl 
Nitrogen 
(mg/L) 

Total 
Phosphorus 

(mg/L) 

Dissolved 
Reactive 

Phosphorus 
(mg/L) 

NH3-N 
(mg/L) 

January 1,506,939 169 235 46.73 5.2 1.32 30.53 

February 1,330,951 175 242 47.40 5.2 1.28 29.91 

March 1,589,006 181 238 41.36 5.2 1.10 23.94 

April 1,535,403 174 258 39.85 5.1 1.22 23.01 

May 1,559,027 178 256 43.44 5.6 1.19 25.32 

June 1,472,495 159 224 42.27 5.1 1.21 25.38 

July 1,668,967 160 234 41.47 4.4 0.93 24.65 

August 1,584,674 164 251 38.08 4.7 0.88 21.52 

September 1,542,743 158 246 38.57 4.7 1.00 22.34 

October 1,553,296 160 215 37.85 4.3 1.07 22.27 

November 1,505,951 182 244 40.44 4.9 1.24 23.29 

December 1,658,150 145 191 35.53 4.1 1.19 21.88 

Average 1,542,300 167 236 41.08 4.9 1.14 24.50 

Sum 18,507,602        
 

Table 1 sampling and flow monitoring data was previously sent to MECP in monthly R1 and R2 Municipal 
Utility Monitoring Program (MUMP) reports. Influent concentrations appear to be typical of domestic 
sewage.  

Imported sewage originating from the Royal Victoria Hospital field hospital was received throughout the 
year. Samples were taken from the receiving tank. Sewage from Royal Victoria Hospital was hauled by 
Pump My Tank. The results of sampling and analyses are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2 Results of Sampling and Analysis of Imported Sewage 

Date 
(2021) 

Vol. 
Received 

(m3) 

BOD5 
(mg/L) 

TSS 
(mg/L) 

TKN 
(mg/L) 

TP 
(mg/L) 

Jan. 11 12.7     
Jan. 16 12.7     
Jan. 22 12.7     
Jan. 27 12.7     
Feb. 2 12.7     
Feb. 8 12.7     
Feb. 15 12.7     
Feb. 21 12.7     
Feb. 22 Sample  329 359 49.9 10.6 
Mar. 4 Sample  295 538 41.9 12.1 
Mar. 5 12.7     
Mar. 12 12.7     
Apr. 12 12.7     
Apr. 13 12.7     
Apr. 19 12.7     
Apr. 26 12.7     
Apr. 30 12.7     
May 11 12.7     
May 17 12.7     
May 20 Sample  242 632 42.0 18.2 
Jun. 8 Sample  146 533 31.7 15.6 
July 13 Sample  31.9 35 33.0 8.35 
Aug. 18 Sample  253 366 32.0 13.0 
Oct. 6 Sample  24.2 27 24.7 7.53 
Oct. 7 12.7     
Oct. 14 12.7     
Oct. 20 12.7     
Oct. 27 12.7     
Nov. 2 11.4     
Nov. 8 12.7     
Nov. 15 13.6     
Nov. 22 13.6     
Nov. 25 Sample  95.7 188 90 11.7 
Nov. 29 13.6     
Dec. 6 12.7     
Dec. 13 12.7     
Dec. 18 13.6     
Dec. 24 11.4     
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The imported sewage sampling data indicate that parameters range from that of dilute sewage to very 
strong sewage values due to the nature of the waste, storage time and biological action in the receiving 
tank, sampling procedures, or a combination thereof. All imported sewage received full treatment and did 
not create any process issues or concerns. Although, on average, one sample was taken per month, going 
forward, the City will sample the receiving tank every month at minimum regardless of whether hauled 
sewage was received or not. 
 
Six years of historical trending of WwTF influent concentrations and flow data is shown in Figures 1- 4 
below: 
 

 
Figure 1 WwTF Average Monthly Influent Total Phosphorus and Dissolved Reactive Phosphorus (mg/L) 

 

 
Figure 2 WwTF Average Monthly Influent Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN) (mg/L) 
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Figure 3 WwTF Average Monthly Influent Five-Day Biochemical Oxygen Demand 
(BOD) and Total Suspended Solids (TSS) (mg/L) 

 

 

Figure 4 WwTF Average Monthly Effluent Flow (MLD) 

 

A significant trend discernible in 2021 is that some influent pollutant concentrations are reduced over 2020.  
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Table 3 compares average daily flow per month with maximum daily flow for that month. A maximum daily 
effluent flow of 73.1 MLD occurred on September 22, 2021, due to heavy precipitation, resulting in rain and 
runoff accessing the sanitary collection system.  
 
 

Table 3 WwTF 2021 Monthly Average and Monthly Maximum Daily Flows (MLD) 
 

Month (2021) Average Daily 
Flow (MLD) 

Maximum Daily 
Flow (MLD) 

January 48.611 52.275 
February 47.534 51.199 

March  51.258 59.650 
April  51.180 57.431 
May 50.291 54.771 
June 49.083 59.439 
July  53.838 66.421 

August 51.119 56.078 
September  51.425 73.093 

October 50.106 54.481 
November 50.198 53.455 
December 53.489 70.226 

Average 50.678  
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Reporting Section 11(4) (b): Summary and Interpretation of All Final Effluent 
Monitoring Data and Comparison to Design Objectives and Limits 

In computing averages on final effluent parameters, results are often below the analytical detection limits of 
laboratory methods. Detection limits for target parameters are as follows: total phosphorus (TP), 0.02 mg/L; 
dissolved reactive phosphorus (DRP), 0.01 mg/L; carbonaceous biochemical oxygen demand (cBOD5), 2.0 
mg/L and ammonia-N, 0.03 mg/L. E. coli counts of <1 CFU/100 mL are recorded as 1.0 CFU/100 mL to 
allow calculation of the geometric mean. E. coli is monitored in two locations: the North UV effluent channel 
and the South UV effluent channel. The higher monthly average E. coli result is used for comparison with 
regulatory requirements.  

The City of Barrie assumes that non-detect results are at the limit of detection for averaging purposes. 
Hence, the average effluent concentrations stated for cBOD5, TP, dissolved reactive P and E. coli are 
usually an over-estimation of the actual effluent concentration. Effluent ammonia-N concentrations are 
usually above detection limits. 

The fact that effluent target parameters are frequently below detection reflects the City of Barrie’s 
commitment to continuous improvement and an effluent quality that far surpasses standards of a secondary 
treatment facility. The WwTF design objectives were based on achieving 0.15 mg/L effluent total 
phosphorus and 3 - 8 mg/L ammonia-N depending on season. WwTF effluent easily meets and exceeds 
these objectives on average by an order of magnitude for ammonia and by an order of magnitude for total 
phosphorus. 

Tables 4, 5 and 6 summarize all effluent monitoring results, flow rates and loadings and evaluate 
compliance with all effluent limits, objectives and loadings stipulated in the ECA. As noted above, where 
concentrations of pollutants are below detection limits the concentration is assumed to be at the limit of 
detection. 

 

Table 4 shows that no monthly average effluent concentration limits were exceeded.  
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Table 4 WwTF 2021 Monthly Effluent Concentrations vs Effluent Limits 

Month (2021) 
Avg. 

cBOD5 
(mg/L) 

Avg. 
TSS 

(mg/L) 

Avg. 
NH3 - N 
(mg/L) 

Avg. 
NH3 - N 
(mg/L) 

Avg.  
Total P 
(mg/L) 

Log Avg. 
E. coli 

CFU per 
100 ml  

Avg. 
pH 

Min. 
pH 

Max. 
pH 

January 2.0 1.8   0.21 0.02 1.00 6.68 6.39 7.08 

February 2.0 1.8   0.49 0.02 1.00 6.71 6.30 7.11 

March 2.0 2.4   0.58 0.02 1.16 6.80 6.55 7.12 

April 1.9 2.5   0.23 0.03 1.00 6.79 6.40 7.02 

May 2.0 4.2   0.12 0.04 1.05 6.83 6.38 7.30 

June 2.0 1.5 0.07   0.02 1.05 6.64 6.49 6.80 

July 2.0 1.7 0.07   0.02 1.00 6.73 6.34 7.01 

August 2.0 1.5 0.07   0.02 1.26 6.61 6.40 6.84 

September 2.0 1.9 0.09   0.02 1.00 6.72 6.20 6.88 

October 2.0 1.8 0.19   0.02 1.00 6.73 6.60 7.01 

November 2.4 1.5   0.50 0.02 1.00 6.98 6.88 7.07 

December 2.2 4.0   0.34 0.05 1.36 6.71 6.43 6.97 

ECA Sch. “C” 
Limit 15 15 4 10 0.18 200  6.0 9.5 

Number of 
ECA Limit 

exceedances 
0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 
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Table 5 and Table 6 evaluate compliance with effluent objectives for the WwTF. Non-compliant values are 
highlighted. In terms of meeting monthly effluent objectives on a daily basis, two (2) results (26 mg/L on 
May 10 and 18 mg/L on December 16) exceeded the TSS objective of 10 mg/L, five (5) results (0.57 mg/L 
on May 10, 0.16 mg/L on April 26, 0.13 mg/L on December 12, 0.17 mg/L on December 14, and 0.45 mg/L 
on December 16) exceeded the TP objective of 0.12 mg/L, and twenty-seven (27) results (see Table 6), the 
lowest being 6.20, did not meet the minimum pH objective of 6.5. Low effluent pH is attributed to the high 
degree of biological treatment at WwTF and insufficient natural buffering capacity of the sewage. Since the 
final pH sampling point is hundreds of metres upstream from the effluent diffuser the actual pH of the final 
discharge may be higher than that measured. This would be due to carbon dioxide de-gasification which 
takes place naturally in the effluent. The monthly average effluent pH did not fail to meet the objective of 6.5 
for any month in 2021. 

 

Table 5 WwTF 2021 Compliance Summary with Effluent Objectives 

 
Avg. 

cBOD5 
(mg/L) 

Avg. 
TSS 

(mg/L) 

Avg. 
NH3 - N 
(mg/L) 

Avg. 
NH3 - N 
(mg/L) 

Avg.  
Total P 
(mg/L) 

Log Avg. 
E. coli 

CFU per 
100 ml  

Min. 
pH 

Max. 
pH 

ECA Sch. “B” 
Objective 10 10 3 8 0.12 100 6.5 8.5 

Number of 
ECA Objective 
exceedances* 

0 2 0 0 5 0 27 0 

    *Compliance with Concentration objectives is based on any single sample. 

Table 6 WwTF Individual Daily Non-Compliances with Effluent Objectives 

 

Date SS Final 
(mg/L) 

cBOD Final 
(mg/L) pH Final TP Final 

(mg/L) 
NH3 Final 

(mg/L) 

1/14/2021 2.00 2.00 6.48 0.02 0.11 
1/16/2021   6.44 0.02  
1/18/2021 2.00 2.00 6.39 0.03 0.15 
1/20/2021 2.00 2.00 6.48 0.02 0.41 
1/21/2021 3.00 2.00 6.46 0.02 0.51 
2/13/2021   6.31 0.02  
2/14/2021   6.30 0.02  
2/17/2021 1.00 2.00 6.43 0.02 0.19 
2/18/2021 1.00 2.00 6.46 0.02 0.34 
2/21/2021   6.49 0.02  
4/24/2021   6.40 0.02  
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Date SS Final 
(mg/L) 

cBOD Final 
(mg/L) pH Final TP Final 

(mg/L) 
NH3 Final 

(mg/L) 

4/25/2021   6.45 0.02  
4/26/2021 10.00 2.30 6.89 0.16 0.22 
5/9/2021   6.38 0.02  

5/10/2021 26.00 2.60 7.30 0.57 0.13 

6/26/2021   6.49 0.02  

6/29/2021 1.00 2.00 6.49 0.02 0.05 

7/3/2021   6.34 0.06  

7/4/2021   6.49 0.03  

7/14/2021 4.00 2.00 6.46 0.03 0.21 
8/4/2021 2.00 2.00 6.49 0.02 0.12 

8/13/2021 3.00  6.48 0.02  
8/21/2021   6.46 0.02  
8/22/2021   6.48 0.03  
8/28/2021   6.40 0.02  
9/7/2021 1.00 2.00 6.20 0.04 0.05 

9/12/2021   6.49 0.04  
12/11/2021   6.43 0.05  
12/12/2021   6.77 0.13  
12/14/2021   6.75 0.17 0.49 
12/16/2021 18.00 2.60 6.66 0.45 0.33 
12/25/2021   6.43 0.02  

 

 

Table 7 summarizes pollutant loadings and ECA loading limits. In Table 7, the Monthly Average Daily 
Effluent Loadings = Monthly Average Effluent Concentrations (from Table 4) x the corresponding Average 
Daily Flow for that month (from Table 3). ECA Schedule C Loading Limits are shown, and the number of 
exceedances summarized at the bottom of the table. Hence there were no exceedances of monthly 
loading limits. Also, none of the monthly average flows exceeded the plant rated capacity of 76 MLD.  
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Table 7 WwTF 2021 Monthly Average Daily Effluent Loadings 

Month (2021) 

Avg. 
Daily 
Flow 

(MLD) 

cBOD5 
(kg/d) 

TSS 
(kg/d) 

NH3 - N 
(kg/d) 

NH3 -N 
(kg/d) 

Total 
Phosphorus 

(kg/d) 

January 48.611 97 87   10 1.0 

February 47.534 95 86   23 1.0 

March 51.258 103 123   30 1.0 

April 51.180 97 128   12 1.5 

May 50.291 101 211   6 2.0 

June 49.083 98 74 3   1.0 

July 53.838 108 91 4   1.1 

August 51.119 102 77 4   1.0 

September 51.425 103 98 5   1.0 

October 50.106 100 90 10   1.0 

November 50.198 120 75   25 1.2 

December 53.489 118 214   18 2.7 

ECA Schedule ”C” Limit 76* 1140 1140 304 760 13.7 
Number exceeding 
Schedule “C” Limit 0 0 0 0 0 0 

*Rated Capacity 

 

Table 8 summarizes compliance with the Lake Simcoe Phosphorus Reduction Strategy (LSPRS) 
Compliance Limits set forth in Schedule C of the ECA. The average annual effluent concentration of total 
phosphorus is the arithmetic mean of all single sample results. The total flow is the sum of monthly total 
flow volumes. The annual loading is the product of these two quantities. The result is that the WwTF met 
effluent phosphorus concentration and loading compliance limits set by the ECA and the LSPRS.  
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Table 8 WwTF 2021 Final Effluent Quality Comparison with Lake Simcoe Phosphorus Reduction Strategy 
(LSPRS) Total Phosphorus (TP) Loading Limits 

Effluent Parameter Annual Average TP 
Concentration (mg/L) 

Annual Total TP 
Loading (kg/yr) 

WwTF (2021) 0.03 555 

ECA Schedule” C” Limit 0.1 2,774 
Number exceeding 
Schedule “C” Limit 0 0 

 

 

Table 9 shows that monthly and yearly average effluent un-ionized ammonia concentrations are, on 
average, more than an order of magnitude below Provincial Water Quality Objectives. 

 
Table 9 Average WwTF Effluent Un-ionized Ammonia Concentrations 

Month 
(2021) 

Monthly Average 
Effluent Un-ionized 

Ammonia (ug/L) 

January 0.26 
February 0.79 
March 0.98 
April 0.38 
May 0.27 
June 0.10 
July 0.13 
August 0.11 
September 0.18 
October 0.36 
November 1.43 
December 0.53 
Average 0.46 
PWQO 20 
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Quarterly sampling of leachate-related parameters in final effluent began in the third quarter of 2018 when 
the requirement was imposed in the new ECA. The results sampling and analysis are shown in Table 10: 

 

Table 10 WwTF 2021 Sampling and Analytical Results for Leachate Parameters in Final Effluent 

Effluent 
Parameter 

Detection 
Limit 

(mg/L) 

Result (Feb 
24, 2021) 

Result (May 
26, 2021) 

Result (Aug. 
25, 2021) 

Result (Nov. 
24, 2021) 

Bis (2-
ethyhexyl) 
phthalate 

  0.0020  <0.002 mg/L <0.002 mg/L <0.002 mg/L <0.002 mg/L 

Boron 0.050 0.136 mg/L 0.175 mg/L 0.178 mg/L 0.174 mg/L 

Cobalt 0.007 <0.007 mg/L <0.007 mg/L <0.007 mg/L <0.007 mg/L 

Magnesium 0.2 17.4 mg/L 18.1 mg/L 15.9 mg/L 17.5 mg/L 

Manganese 0.020 0.048 mg/L 0.038 mg/L 0.032 mg/L 0.036 mg/L 

Potassium 0.5 17.5 mg/L 15.1 mg/L 12.8 mg/L 16.6 mg/L 

Strontium 0.020 0.382 mg/L 0.356 mg/L 0.324 mg/L 0.353 mg/L 

 

All samples were analyzed by E3 Laboratories except that Bis (2-ethyhexyl) phthalate analysis was sub-
contracted to ALS Environmental in the last three quarters of 2021. 

Except for strontium, the leachate parameter values are consistent with expected contributions from 
domestic water use and are consistent with 2018, 2019 and 2020 sample results. The typical value of 
strontium in domestic sewage is unknown however it is a common element in the earth’s crust and has 
widespread commercial uses.  

Effluent acute lethality monitoring was conducted quarterly in accordance with the federal Wastewater 
Systems Effluent Regulations (WSER). Sampling dates were March 5, May 5, July 7, and October 6. All 
four quarterly effluent samples were determined to be not acutely lethal according to methods EPS 1/RM/14 
and EPS 1/RM/13.  

Laboratory data sheets have been omitted for brevity but are available upon request. 

Figures 5 and 6 offer a 13-year overview of WwTF final effluent nutrient level trends which demonstrate the 
ongoing success and adequacy of the sewage works in protecting the Lake Simcoe aquatic habitat. The 
average annual effluent concentration shown is the arithmetic mean of all single sample results for the year. 
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Figure 5 WwTF Average Annual Effluent Total Phosphorus Concentration (mg/L) 

 

Figure 6 WwTF Average Annual Effluent Ammonia-N Concentration (mg/L) 
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It is evident from the figures and tables above that the Barrie WwTF achieved aggressive removal of two 
nutrients – total phosphorus and ammonia-N. These target parameters have the potential to cause toxicity 
and eutrophication in the aquatic environment of Lake Simcoe.  

In summary, final effluent from the Barrie WwTF was of very high quality in comparison with provincial and 
federal regulatory standards. 

 

Reporting Section 11(4) (c): Summary of Deviations from Monitoring 
Schedule 

The City of Barrie sampling schedule meets or exceeds the minimum sampling requirements stipulated by 
Schedule “D” of the ECA. For example, the City of Barrie monitors effluent phosphorus daily (7 days per 
week) including weekends and holidays. Although this ensures that the City meets its sampling 
requirements, it raises the number of potential exceedances of effluent objectives which are applied daily 
for purposes of compliance. However, it also provides a more accurate estimate of pollutant concentrations 
and loadings. 

Regarding the four (4) sampling schedules prescribed in Schedule D, the City’s performance was as 
follows: 

• Influent Sampling: Minimum weekly sampling requirements 100% completed in accordance with the 
ECA. 

• Imported Sewage: Imported sewage was received 8 months of the year and eight monthly samples 
were taken and analyzed. However, the sample collection dates were not consistent with months 
that imported sewage was received. This will be corrected in 2022 by weekly sampling. 

• Effluent Sampling: Minimum weekly sampling requirements 100% completed in accordance with 
the ECA. 

• Leachate Related: Four quarterly samples 100% completed in accordance with the ECA. 

Section 9 of the ECA requires that a sampling schedule for Schedule D parameters be created and rotated 
annually except where sampling is conducted three or more times per week. The sampling schedule that 
was utilized for Schedule D influent and effluent parameters in 2021 is shown in Table 11. 
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Table 11 WwTF Schedule 'D' Sampling Schedule 

Day 
Total 
Suspended 
Solids 

CBOD5 BOD5 E. coli 
Total 
Kjeldahl 
Nitrogen 

Total 
Ammonia 
Nitrogen 

Nitrate as 
Nitrogen 

Total 
Phosphorus 

Dissolved 
Reactive 
Phosphorus 

Influent 

Monday X  X  X   X X 

Tuesday X  X  X   X X 

Wednesday X  X  X   X X 

Thursday X  X  X   X X 

Friday          

Saturday          

Sunday          
Effluent 

Monday X X  X X X X X X 

Tuesday    X  X  X X 

Wednesday X X  X X X X X X 

Thursday X X   X X X X X 

Friday        X  

Saturday        X  

Sunday        X  

 

Deviations from the above schedule resulted from staff shortages on long weekends. For weekly influent 
and effluent (except effluent TP) sampling, the Monday sample was not obtained on long weekends that 
included Family Day, Good Friday, Victoria Day, Canada Day, the civic holiday, Labour Day and Christmas. 
However, minimum regulatory sampling requirements were still always maintained. Hauled sewage 
sampling was not scheduled in 2021 as receipt of hauled sewage was irregular. However, in 2022 the 
hauled sewage tank will be sampled on the first Monday of every month regardless of when deliveries are 
received. On holiday Mondays the sample will be shifted to Tuesday. Leachate-related samples taken in 
2021 were sampled as proposed in the 2020 annual report. 

In 2022, e. coli sampling will be rotated from Monday to Thursday. Friday is not a good sampling day for e. 
coli samples or composite samples as several of the parameters tested have a 48-hour holding time and 
our external lab is unable to analyze them within that timeframe. 

Leachate parameters were sampled the last Wednesday of the middle month of each quarter in 2021. In 
2022 the Leachate-related sampling schedule will be rotated as shown in Table 12.  
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Table 12 Final Effluent Leachate Related Regulatory Sample Schedule 2022 

Quarter Date Parameters 

First Monday, February 15, 2022  
Boron, Cobalt, Magnesium, 
Manganese, Potassium, 
Strontium, Bis (2-ethylhexyl) 
Phthalate  
  
    
    
    

Second Monday, May 9, 2022 

Third Monday, August 8, 2022 

Fourth Monday, November 14, 2022 

 

Reporting Section 11(4) (d): Summary of All Operating Issues and Corrective 
Actions 

There were no major sewage treatment operating challenges as is evidenced by the performance data in 
Reporting Section 11(4) (b). Some significant issues that arose included: 

1. COVID-19 precautions resulted in restrictions on meetings, training, and staff communications, 
resulted in staggered shifts, increased expenditures on personal protective equipment and 
hindered workflow but did not affect final effluent quality. 

2. A new biosolids management contract was issued to WESSUC Inc. The new contract has added 
safeguards for avoiding storage issues at the Oro Biosolids Storage Facility. 

3. The hauled sewage tank will be sampled monthly regardless of whether hauled sewage is 
received to overcome scheduling issues with randomly received loads of septage. 

4. The cleaning of primary digester #2 revealed that it had to be re-lined. The digester has remained 
out-of-service since September 7, 2021, until the repair can be made. 

5. It was discovered that too much water was being used to flush scum lines. The amount of 
flushing water has been reduced and digester hydraulic loadings have been decreased as a 
result. 

See also ss. 11(4)(j) (Complaints) and 11(4)(k) (Abnormal events).                

 

Reporting Section 11(4) (e): Normal and Emergency Repair Summary on 
Major Equipment Items 

8023 work orders were completed; three hundred of which were classified as repairs. A detailed summary is 
provided in Schedule “C.”  

Several structures require extensive and costly replacement of brick veneers. The secondary digester had 
brick veneers removed in 2021 and is awaiting re-cladding or re-bricking. Other parts of the plant were re-
faced with brick. 
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Reporting section 11(4) (f): Summary of Effluent QA/QC Program 

The City of Barrie currently uses a member of the Canadian Association for Laboratory Accreditation 
(CALA), E3 Labs Inc. laboratories, for analysis of all samples taken for regulatory reporting purposes. The 
following chapter is excerpted from E3 Labs Quality Manual dated September 1st, 2015, and describes 
QA/QC procedures that were in place for 2021. 

7.0 QUALITY CONTROL 
 

Quality Control Samples are used, as appropriate, to ensure that the analytical process is in 
control. The various types of quality control samples and the characteristics they monitor are 
summarized as follows: 
 

Type of Quality Control Samples Characteristic Monitored 
 

 
Standards/Lab QC  verify 
Reference calibration/stability  
Material*  method accuracy 
Duplicate  method precision  
Samples Analyte method recovery  
Spike Reagent contamination 
Blank (chemical) 
Matrix Spike sample recovery 

 
*  Reference materials may be either certified reference materials or can 
be prepared by the laboratory using the same compound as the 
calibration standards but using a different lot# or manufacturer of the 
chemical. 

 
These Quality Control samples are defined as follows: 

 
Standards/ Lab QC: A solution prepared using a primary standard or purchased pre-made from 
a supplier who certifies its concentration. The analyst performing the applicable tests for which 
standard preparation is documented in the Standard Logbook. 

 
Certified Reference Material: A sample that contains the analytes of interest in concentrations 
that are known from a previous in-house analysis or provided by an outside source. In-house 
reference material preparation is documented in the Standard Logbook. 
 
Analyte Spike: A sample prepared by adding a measured amount of a reference standard to 
reagent water or sample. 

 
Reagent Blank: A sample containing laboratory high quality water which is analyzed as though 
it were a sample. 

 
The quality control results for each run are monitored and verified by the analyst against the 
established control limits, which have been determined for the tests and/or specific parameters 
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analyzed. The Laboratory Manager reviews quality control results on a regular basis. The 
values outside the established limits are automatically flagged by LTMS to warn the analysts of 
the outlier results. The Laboratory Manager will review all flagged data. The analyst in 
consultation with the Laboratory Manager reviews raw data and the steps followed in the test 
procedure and take the appropriate action(s) to identify and resolve the situation. 

 
If any quality control sample results fall outside the control limits, the acceptance or rejection 
of the results is at the discretion of the analyst in consultation with the Laboratory Manager. 
The Laboratory Manager has the final authority to accept or reject results. 

 
If necessary, the analysis will be repeated, if sufficient sample- remains. The Laboratory 
Manager will review the repeated test results. 

 
7.1                 Proficiency Testing and lnter-/lntra-laboratory Studies 

 
An important part of our Quality Assurance program is the participation in proficiency testing 
and inter- and intra-laboratory studies. The Laboratory Manager ensures that the lab participates 
in external proficiency testing. 

 
These include proficiency samples for CALA and other PT sample suppliers. 

  
If a proficiency test study provides results that cause doubt concerning test method performance, 
the Laboratory Manager may initiate a Quality Audit. Based on the audit findings, corrective action 
is initiated. 

 
The results of this audit and any actions taken shall be documented and maintained on file by the 
Laboratory Manager. 

 
7.2         Control Charts and Control Limits 

 
7.2.1     Control Charts 

 
Control charts are used, as appropriate, to monitor and evaluate the quality of the QC data 
generated. Such charts relate on-going test method performance to either statistically defined 
(±3 STD) or protocol defined control limits. The values that are outside these limits are 
automatically or manually flagged to notify the analyst of the deviation. The supervisor or 
senior analyst designated to the co-ordination/supervision of the respective test is responsible 
to ensure the continual monitoring of the method's performance. Prescribed control charting 
practices are contained in the method SOP. All control charts are maintained by the LIMS. 

 
7.2.2     Control Limits 

 
Control limits, or other specified limits, when exceeded, are automatically or manually flagged. 
The analyst responsible for the test or reviewing the data is then expected to intervene and 
document the reason for the non-conformity or outlier result. This is realized through the LIMS 
or recorded in the appropriate logbook. Action limits may be assigned by the Laboratory 
Manager for results that impact the customer or regulatory limits. 
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Reporting Section 11(4) (g): Calibration and Maintenance on Influent, 
Imported Sewage and Effluent Monitoring Equipment 

Influent/effluent monitoring consists of using automatic samplers and in-line pH/temporary meters. These 
are checked or calibrated as per Table 13. In addition, effluent monitoring equipment consists of using 
various flow meters used to record flow volumes from which final effluent flow is calculated. A summary of 
these calibration activities is shown in Table 13. 

Table 13  Calibration Summary of Monitoring Equipment 

Activity Date (2021) By 

Calibrate hand-held temp/pH meter & check autosampler volumes daily operator 

Clean and disinfect raw and final autosampler sample jugs weekly operator 

Clean and disinfect raw and final autosampler sample tubing monthly operator 

Calibrate in-line final temp/pH meter AIT_2156 monthly Lacey Inst. 

Calibrate Biosolids flow meter FIT_1969 Oct. 22 Franklin Empire 

Calibrate Raw Sewage flow meters FIT0812_01/02/03/04/05/06 Oct. 19 & 26 Franklin Empire 

Calibrate HPEW flow meter FIT_2157 Oct. 20 Franklin Empire 

Calibrate WAS flow meter FIT_6145_01/02/03 Oct. 21/22/19 Franklin Empire 

Calibrate TWAS flow meter FIT 6162_01 Oct. 22 Franklin Empire 

Calibrate Bioaugmentation tank flow meter FIT_1491 Oct. 21 Franklin Empire 

Calibrate Grit tank flow meters FIT_2420_01/02/03/04 Oct. 20 Franklin Empire 

Calibrate Septage tank flow meter FIT_1293 Oct. 26 Franklin Empire 
Imported sewage was sampled and quantified manually; not automatically.  

Calibration certificates and/or proof of calibration are available upon request. 

 

Reporting Section 11(4) (h): Efforts Made in Meeting Effluent Objectives 

The WwTF normally meets and surpasses all design objectives, and the average annual daily flow has not 
reached 80% of design flow (=60.8 MLD). Efforts made in 2021 to maintain this elevated level of service 
included: 

1. A major capital project is underway to implement membrane bioreactor (MBR) technology. This will 
enhance a continued ability to produce final effluent that will meet the effluent limit of 0.10 mg/L 
total phosphorus imposed by the LSPRS. The Pre-design is complete and the consultant for 
finaldetailed design has been selected. 
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2. In 2015, under a Notice of Modification #2 to MECP the main alum addition point was moved from 
pre-aeration to post-aeration resulting in much better nutrient removal. This innovation resulted in a 
dramatic improvement in treatment and effluent quality. In 2021 installation of new alum pumps was 
commenced such that each secondary clarifier will have its own dedicated alum metering pump for 
better flow control. This project was the subject of a Notice of Modification of Sewage Works #2021-
001 dated November 15, 2021, and signed by B. Araniyasundaran P. Eng., PMP, Director of 
Infrastructure, City of Barrie. 

 
3. A dedicated process optimization engineer and analyst is kept on permanent staff. 

 
4. Raw sludge pumping was optimized produce a thicker primary sludge and reduce hydraulic loading 

rates on digesters. Another raw sludge pump was also added to provide operational flexibility and 
added redundancy. 
 

5. Annual voluntary participation in national benchmarking (NWWBI) initiatives took place in 2021. 
 

6. The Wastewater Operations Branch undertook a hazard identification and risk assessment study to 
predict and anticipate threats to wastewater operations. The study is ongoing. 

 
 

Reporting Section 11(4) (i): Biosolids Volumes and Disposal Locations 

Biosolids generated at the WwTF were transported to the Oro-Medonte Biosolids Storage Facility (BSF) or 
directly to appropriate agricultural land in accordance with the Nutrient Management Act. Supernatant from 
the BSF is returned on empty trucks to the WwTF for treatment. WESSUC Inc., the City’s Biosolids 
contractor, conducted all biosolids land application activities and transported biosolids and supernatant 
between the WwTF, BSF and Non-Agricultural Source Material (NASM) application sites. Biosolids 
laboratory analysis and land application was completed in accordance with the Nutrient Management Act 
and O. Reg. 267/03. 

Table 14 summarizes the volumes of biosolids, and supernatant produced, hauled and volumes of biosolids 
land applied by month over the 2021 reporting period (not including volumes from the digester #2 cleanout). 
Over the 2021 reporting period, the WwTF produced a total of 136,522 cubic meters (m3) of biosolids (not 
including digester #2 cleanout volumes) of which 55,152 m3 were applied directly to land and 81,370 m3 
were sent to storage at the BSF. From the BSF 58,240 m3 biosolids were applied to land while 25,535 m3 
supernatant was returned to the WwTF.  
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Table 14  2021 Biosolids Haulage Volume Summary 

 

Month 
(2021) 

Plant to 
Field (m3) 

Plant to 
Storage 

(m3) 

Storage 
to Field 

(m3) 

Total from 
Plant (m3) 

Total to 
Field (m3) 

Supernatant 
Returned to 
WwTF (m3) 

January 0.00 11,122.14 0.00 11,122.14 0.00 6,487.00 
February 0.00 10,713.12 0.00 10,713.12 0.00 3,560.00 

March 0.00 12,206.53 0.00 12,206.53 0.00 801.00 
April 5,922.23 5,586.75 9,970.59 11,508.98 15,892.82 0.00 
May 6,835.90 4,373.05 10,432.07 11,208.95 17,267.97 1,424.00 
June 5,030.82 6,498.82 6,734.67 11,529.64 11,765.49 3,117.50 
July 1,647.87 9,386.74 3,715.20 11,034.61 5,363.07 7,743.00 

August 10,598.94 1,467.53 6,388.92 12,066.47 16,987.86 2,403.00 
September 8,573.89 3,563.13 7,402.61 12,137.02 15,976.50 0.00 

October 8,300.46 4,479.71 5,794.02 12,780.17 14,094.48 0.00 
November 8,242.02 2,315.39 7,801.64 10,557.41 16,043.66 0.00 
December 0.00 9,657.03 0.00 9,657.03 0.00 0.00 

Total 55,152.13 81,369.94 58,239.72 136,522.07 113,391.85 25,535.50 
 

 

Table 15 below outlines the biosolids land application summary (including volumes from digester #2 
cleanout) and identifies associated NASM Plan application sites, biosolids sources, total volume of biosolids 
applied and application dates.  
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Table 15 2021 Biosolids Land Application Summary 

 

 

 

During 2022, it is estimated that a total of approximately 135,000 m3 to 140,000 m3 of biosolids will be 
generated at the WwTF.  
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Reporting Section 11(4) (j): Complaint Summary and Resolution 

On March 10, an odour complaint was received regarding odour at the WwTF. The complaint was relayed 
to the MECP on the same day. It was found that some unusual cleaning of grit bins using a vacuum truck 
may have contributed to excessive odour although the existing odour control system was not ruled out as 
the cause. It was then discovered that a frozen water line on the biological odour control unit may also have 
been the source. The frozen water line was repaired, and vacuum truck activities are no longer used to 
clean the grit bin.  

 

Reporting Section 11(4) (k): Bypass/Overflow/Abnormal Events 

There were no overflows or bypasses from the WwTF in 2021. 

On July 15, a tornado struck southern parts of Barrie destroying several homes. There was no effect or 
interruption to the sewage treatment process at WwTF nor were there any spills of sewage in the sanitary 
collection system. Several Wastewater Operations Branch staff assisted in the response and cleanup of the 
disaster. 

On July 30, the City requested permission from MECP to clean out and rehabilitate Primary Digester #2. 
Digesters are expected to be cleaned out (and repaired if needed) every 5 years as part of planned 
maintenance. On September 17, MECP issued a letter of Director’s Consent (see Appendix “A”) for the 
release of 227 m3 of biogas in connection with this project. The Spills Action Centre was notified before and 
after the event and incident number 8706-C72KWU was issued accordingly. A volume of 227 m3 of biogas 
was discharged to the environment on September 20 at 10:00. The event was monitored downwind at the 
fence line and no hydrogen sulfide or odour was detected. No complaints were received during or after the 
release. A report was filed with MECP (see Appendix “B”). 

Detailed reports and communications with MECP are contained in Appendix “B.” 

 

Reporting Section 11(4) (l): Status of Notices of Modification 

In 2015, under a Notice of Modification #2 to MECP the main alum addition point was moved from pre-
aeration to post-aeration resulting in much better nutrient removal. This innovation resulted in a dramatic 
improvement in treatment and effluent quality. In 2021 installation of new alum pumps was commenced 
such that each secondary clarifier will have its own dedicated alum metering pump for better flow control. A 
Notice of Modification of Sewage Works #2021-001 dated November 15, 2021, and signed by B. 
Araniyasundaran P. Eng., PMP, Director of Infrastructure, City of Barrie. As of December 31, 2021, 
construction was ongoing. 

Notice of Modification of Sewage Works #2021-002 dated October 13, 2021, and signed by G. Jorden was 
issued to install and operate a sixth raw sludge pump to the existing gallery of five pumps. The new pump is 
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identical in size and capacity as the existing five pumps (13L/s at 12 m TDH) and was added for purposes 
of redundancy. The sixth pump allows two pumps to be dedicated to each of three primary clarifiers. As of 
December 31, 2021, construction was ongoing. 

Copies of Notices of Modification are attached in Appendix A. 

 

Reporting Section 11(4) (m): Summary of Efforts Re: Procedure F-5-1 

The objective of Guideline F-5 appears to be in promoting secondary treatment of sewage as a minimum 
level of treatment. This involves meeting certain effluent criteria stipulated in the Procedure, preventing 
upsets and breakdowns, and avoiding overflows and bypasses. The WwTF also far exceeded the 
secondary effluent criteria in Procedure F-5-1. Although the WwTF was designed to meet secondary 
treatment standards it easily meets and consistently exceeds the Advanced Treatment standards set by 
Procedure F-5-1 (BOD=10 mg/L, TSS = 5 mg/L and TP=0.3 mg/L) as demonstrated in Table 4. 

This section summarizes various strategies the City of Barrie currently uses to avoid overflows, bypasses, 
upsets, and breakdowns: 

• Routine bi-weekly cleaning of all sand filters using sodium hypochlorite. 
• Routine weekly cleaning of WwTF raw wet well and pump station wet wells 
• Check of all pump stations typically at least two times per week for pump run hours, alarms, float 

conditions etc. 
• Routine daily inspections of all WwTF critical equipment. 
• Routine quarterly cleaning of pump station wet wells and float alarms  
• Balancing flows and sludge levels between tanks daily 
• Using good engineering practice to design and operate the WwTF and pump stations 
• Using the wet well and sewer system to equalize flows and prevent bypasses and overflows 
• Using ultrasonic level detectors in tanks to automatically control pump rates 
• 24/7 automated tank level monitoring with redundant level detection systems 
• Using SCADA systems and controls on all critical wastewater infrastructure 
• Expansion of SCADA access stations throughout the WwTF and at some Sewage Pumping 

Stations to allow Operations staff to respond to alarms and potential issues more efficiently. 
• Maintaining redundant backup generators at WwTF in case of power failure 
• Maintaining backup generators in larger pump stations. 
• Weekly testing of WwTF standby generators, transfer switches and switchgear 
• Annual cleaning and inspection of high voltage equipment, transformers etc. 
• Using a remote dialing system connected to SCADA to alarm a standby operator on call 24/7 
• Using electronic security measures at pump stations and entry doors at WwTF 
• Permanent staffing of an in-house Optimization Section one senior optimization engineer and one 

analyst 
• Maintaining a computerized work management system which tracks and prioritizes maintenance 

and repairs 
• Maintaining and enforcing a sewer use by-law 
• Providing ample funding for repairs and upgrades 
• Twinning all force mains at pump stations for redundancy 
• Maintaining a separated sewer system 
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• Undertaking infiltration and inflow studies 
• Maintaining sufficient staffing and training 
• Sampling at multiple process locations in the WwTF to have a good understanding of plant process 

and pinpoint potential problems 
• Maintaining an in-house laboratory and two lab technicians for redundancy and responsiveness 
• Ongoing study to evaluate new wastewater equalization facilities 
• Supplying all operators with cell phones to facilitate communications 
• Conducting routine condition assessments of infrastructure 
• Minimizing solids carryover in secondary effluent to keep filters clean 
• Maximizing nitrification in aeration basins to minimize RBC solids going to sand filters 

For more innovations that the City of Barrie is undertaking to ensure the highest quality of effluent please 
refer to Reporting Section 11(4) (h). 

It is difficult to attach a discrete cost to each bullet above due to overlap, the generality of some costs and 
the frequency that the costs are incurred. Most items fall within the annual operating budget of the WwTF 
which remains at approximately $16 million per year. Some items fall within capital works projects while 
others comprise engineering or planning projects. 

 

Reporting Section 11(4) (n): Changes or Updates to Schedules for Proposed 
Works 

On February 6, 2020, MECP was notified that the proposed works, as defined in the ECA, had been 
commissioned.  
A letter from a professional engineer at Hatch dated June 30, 2021, confirmed that the proposed works 
were in compliance with the ECA conditions and were constructed in accordance with Ministry sewage 
guidelines  

Copies of correspondence are in Appendix “B.” 
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Appendix “A”: Environmental Compliance Approvals: 
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Appendix “B”: Approvals Correspondence 

From: Martin Shaw  
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 2:39 PM 
To: Stuhlemmer, Brian (MECP) <Brian.Stuhlemmer@ontario.ca>; Greg Jorden 
<Greg.Jorden@barrie.ca> 
Cc: Broeckel, Sheri (MECP) <Sheri.Broeckel@ontario.ca>; Seabrook, Craig (MECP) 
<Craig.Seabrook@ontario.ca>; Hood, Cindy (MECP) <cindy.hood@ontario.ca> 
Subject: Report re: Request for Consent, Digester Maintenance 
 
Dear Brian/Sheri/Craig/Cindy 
  
Please be advised that the WwTF discharged approx. 227 m3 biogas as planned on Sept. 20/21 
at 10:00 a.m. The Spills Action Centre was notified before and after the event as per the attached 
SAC form and incident number 8706-C72KWU was issued accordingly. The event was monitored 
downwind at the fence line and no hydrogen sulfide or odour was detected.  There should be no 
further gas emissions and odour will continue to be monitored and reported. No complaints were 
received during or after the release.  
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The digester cleanout has been delayed by one week due to weather, but a final report will be 
issued October 15 when the cleanout was scheduled to be completed.  
 
Should you have any questions or concerns please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
Yours truly 
 
Martin Shaw 
Supervisor of Wastewater Technical Services 
705-333-1371 
 

From: Stuhlemmer, Brian (MECP) <Brian.Stuhlemmer@ontario.ca>  
Sent: Friday, September 17, 2021 5:24 PM 
To: Martin Shaw <Martin.Shaw@barrie.ca>; Greg Jorden <Greg.Jorden@barrie.ca> 
Cc: Broeckel, Sheri (MECP) <Sheri.Broeckel@ontario.ca>; Seabrook, Craig (MECP) 
<Craig.Seabrook@ontario.ca>; Hood, Cindy (MECP) <cindy.hood@ontario.ca> 
Subject: Request for Consent, Digester Maintenance 

Good Day Martin, 
 
Attached, please find the Letter for Consent, Digester Maintenance September 20 to October 15, 
2021, Barrie Wastewater Treatment Facility.  Please review carefully and contact me should you 
have any questions. 
 
Regards, 
Brian H. Stuhlemmer 
Provincial Officer, Badge #932 
Drinking Water and Environmental Compliance Division 
Division de la conformité en matière d'eau potable et d'environnement 
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks 
Ministère de l’Environnement, de la Protection de la nature et des Parcs 
Barrie District Office, 54 Cedar Pointe Drive, Unit 1203 
Barrie, ON, L4N 5R7 • T (705) 721-3768  

 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
24/7 Spills Action Centre | (800) 268-6060 
24/7 Pollution Hotline     | (866) 663-8477 • moe.tips@ontario.ca 
 
If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate formats, please let me 
know.  This email and any attachments are for the sole use of intended recipients and may be privileged or confidential. 
Any distribution, printing or other use by other than the intended recipients is prohibited. If you receive this email in 
error, please contact the sender immediately and permanently delete this email and its attachments. 
 

mailto:Brian.Stuhlemmer@ontario.ca
mailto:Martin.Shaw@barrie.ca
mailto:Greg.Jorden@barrie.ca
mailto:Sheri.Broeckel@ontario.ca
mailto:Craig.Seabrook@ontario.ca
mailto:cindy.hood@ontario.ca
mailto:moe.tips@ontario.ca
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From: Stuhlemmer, Brian (MECP) [mailto:Brian.Stuhlemmer@ontario.ca]  
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2020 8:33 AM 
To: Luc Paquin <Luc.Paquin@barrie.ca> 
Cc: Martin Shaw <Martin.Shaw@barrie.ca>; Hood, Cindy (MECP) <cindy.hood@ontario.ca>; 
Broeckel, Sheri (MECP) <Sheri.Broeckel@ontario.ca> 
Subject: RE: ECA 0284-B2ML52 - proposed works, 2017-042 WwTF Upgrades 
 

Thanking-you for the updates Luc, 
Confirming receipt of your notification to the Ministry of completion and commissioning of 
proposed works for the wastewater treatment system.  By way of this email, I am forwarding the 
municipality’s notice to the Ministry’s District Manager in concordance with the terms and 
conditions within Environmental Compliance Approval # 284-B2ML52. 

 

  
Regards, 
Brian H. Stuhlemmer 
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks 
Barrie District Office, 54 Cedar Pointe Drive, Unit 1203 
Barrie, ON, L4N 5R7 • T (705) 721-3768  

 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
24/7 Spills Action Centre | (800) 268-6060 
24/7 Pollution Hotline     | (866) 663-8477 • moe.tips@ontario.ca 
  
If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate formats, please let me 
know.  This email and any attachments are for the sole use of intended recipients and may be privileged or confidential. 

mailto:moe.tips@ontario.ca
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Any distribution, printing or other use by other than the intended recipients is prohibited. If you receive this email in 
error, please contact the sender immediately and permanently delete this email and its attachments. 
  
“We want to hear from you. How was my service ?  You can provide feedback at 1-888-745-8888.” 
  

 
https://www.ontario.ca/page/ministry-environment-conservation-parks 
https://www.facebook.com/ONenvironment/ 
https://twitter.com/ONenvironment 
  
 _____________________________________________________________________________
___ 
From: Luc Paquin <Luc.Paquin@barrie.ca>  
Sent: February 06, 2020 4:03 PM 
To: Stuhlemmer, Brian (MECP) <Brian.Stuhlemmer@ontario.ca> 
Cc: Martin Shaw <Martin.Shaw@barrie.ca>; Dan O'Neill <Dan.O'Neill@barrie.ca>; Kiran Suresh 
<Kiran.Suresh@barrie.ca>; Sherry Diemert <Sherry.Diemert@barrie.ca>; Sandy Coulter 
<Sandy.Coulter@barrie.ca> 
Subject: RE: ECA 0284-B2ML52 - proposed works, 2017-042 WwTF Upgrades 
  
CAUTION -- EXTERNAL E-MAIL - Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender. 
Brian, 
  
Referencing the MECP ECA 0284-B2ML52, please note that the following Proposed Works at the 
Barrie Wastewater Treatment Facility have been commissioned and have been placed into 
service: 
Secondary Treatment Systems, Biological Treatment 
Existing three (3) mixers within the selector tank have been relocated at different location within 
the tank. 
Three (3) new mixers within the selector have been installed to increase the total number of 
mixers to six (6) within the selector. 
  
Sludge Management System, Sludge Digestion, Primary Digesters   
The two existing 100kW circuits of the 200kW existing heat exchanger within Primary Digester 
No.3 have been combined into one.  
Two (2) new heat exchangers within Primary Digester No.3 have been installed, each having a 
capacity of approximately 300kW. 
  
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact us. 
  

https://www.ontario.ca/page/ministry-environment-conservation-parks
https://www.facebook.com/ONenvironment/
https://twitter.com/ONenvironment
mailto:Luc.Paquin@barrie.ca
mailto:Brian.Stuhlemmer@ontario.ca
mailto:Martin.Shaw@barrie.ca
mailto:Kiran.Suresh@barrie.ca
mailto:Sherry.Diemert@barrie.ca
mailto:Sandy.Coulter@barrie.ca
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Luc Paquin 
Senior Project Administration Technologist, Construction/ 
technologue senior de la gestion de projet, construction 
Certified health & safety worker representative/ 
représentant certifié des travailleurs pour la santé et la sécurité 
  
Infrastructure Department 

                                                                                                 
City of Barrie: City Hall, 70 Collier Street, P.O. Box 400, Barrie ON, L4M 4T5 
Office: 705-739-4220 x5226 | Fax: 705-739-4248 
www.barrie.ca 
This email message (including attachments, if any) is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may 
contain information that is privileged, proprietary, confidential and exempt from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are 
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
communication in error, please notify the sender and delete this e-mail immediately. If this email is intended for you, please consider 
the environment before printing. 
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
From: Stuhlemmer, Brian (MECP) [mailto:Brian.Stuhlemmer@ontario.ca]  
Sent: 3-Apr-19 08:45 
To: Luc Paquin <Luc.Paquin@barrie.ca>; Martin Shaw <Martin.Shaw@barrie.ca> 
Subject: RE: 2017-042 WwTF Upgrades (heat exchanger, selector mixers, water balancing) - 
Commencement of Construction 
  
Thanking-you for the schedule. 
Will distribute at the local Office as appropriate. 
  
Regards, 
Brian H. Stuhlemmer 
Inspector | inspecteur, Provincial Officer | Agent provincial 
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks 
Ministère de l’Environnement, de la Protection de la nature et des Parcs 
Barrie District Office, 54 Cedar Pointe Drive, Unit 1203 
Barrie, ON, L4N 5R7 • T (705) 739-6384 

 
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
From: Luc Paquin <Luc.Paquin@barrie.ca>  
Sent: April 02, 2019 4:07 PM 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.barrie.ca%2F&data=02%7C01%7CBrian.Stuhlemmer%40ontario.ca%7C61735cb2b3044b39b5a908d7ab47fa2f%7Ccddc1229ac2a4b97b78a0e5cacb5865c%7C0%7C0%7C637166197947284818&sdata=rc8q9fbaStXKAdrbJKdFRioc7LNm5mmgGYLJEO02tJY%3D&reserved=0
mailto:Brian.Stuhlemmer@ontario.ca
mailto:Luc.Paquin@barrie.ca
mailto:Martin.Shaw@barrie.ca
mailto:Luc.Paquin@barrie.ca
https://www.ontario.ca/page/ministry-environment-and-climate-change
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To: Martin Shaw <Martin.Shaw@barrie.ca> 
Cc: Stuhlemmer, Brian (MECP) <Brian.Stuhlemmer@ontario.ca>; Allen Baker 
<Allen.Baker@barrie.ca>; Dan O'Neill <Dan.O'Neill@barrie.ca>; Greg Jorden 
<Greg.Jorden@barrie.ca>; Sandy Coulter <Sandy.Coulter@barrie.ca> 
Subject: FW: 2017-042 WwTF Upgrades (heat exchanger, selector mixers, water balancing) - 
Commencement of Construction 
  
Martin, 
  
Appended for your information and as per the Barrie Wastewater Treatment Facility ECA, please 
find the construction schedule for the plant heat exchanger, water balancing, and selector tank 
mixers project. 
  
Please note that the commissioning for the mixers portion of the project, although not specifically 
identified on the schedule will be occurring around the second week of May 2019. 
  
Luc Paquin 
Senior Project Administration Technologist, Construction/ 
technologue senior de la gestion de projet, construction 
Certified health & safety worker representative/ 
représentant certifié des travailleurs pour la santé et la sécurité 
  
Engineering Department 

                                                                                                 
City of Barrie: City Hall, 70 Collier Street, P.O. Box 400, Barrie ON, L4M 4T5 
Office: 705-739-4220 x5226 | Fax: 705-739-4248 
www.barrie.ca 
This email message (including attachments, if any) is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may 
contain information that is privileged, proprietary, confidential and exempt from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are 
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
communication in error, please notify the sender and delete this e-mail immediately. If this email is intended for you, please consider 
the environment before printing. 
 ____________________________________________________________________________ 
From: Martin Shaw <Martin.Shaw@barrie.ca>  
Sent: March 12, 2019 4:10 PM 
To: Stuhlemmer, Brian (MECP) <Brian.Stuhlemmer@ontario.ca> 
Cc: Sandy Coulter <Sandy.Coulter@barrie.ca>; Greg Jorden <Greg.Jorden@barrie.ca>; Dan 
O'Neill <Dan.O'Neill@barrie.ca>; Allen Baker <Allen.Baker@barrie.ca>; Luc Paquin 

mailto:Martin.Shaw@barrie.ca
mailto:Brian.Stuhlemmer@ontario.ca
mailto:Allen.Baker@barrie.ca
mailto:Greg.Jorden@barrie.ca
mailto:Sandy.Coulter@barrie.ca
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.barrie.ca%2F&data=02%7C01%7CBrian.Stuhlemmer%40ontario.ca%7C61735cb2b3044b39b5a908d7ab47fa2f%7Ccddc1229ac2a4b97b78a0e5cacb5865c%7C0%7C0%7C637166197947294809&sdata=C6grHbaLuw3hJ18yualiBf03JgW%2Fif8kN1DWFmVAVzY%3D&reserved=0
mailto:Martin.Shaw@barrie.ca
mailto:Brian.Stuhlemmer@ontario.ca
mailto:Sandy.Coulter@barrie.ca
mailto:Greg.Jorden@barrie.ca
mailto:Allen.Baker@barrie.ca
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<Luc.Paquin@barrie.ca> 
Subject: Commencement of Construction 
  
Hi Brian 
  
This is just an informal heads up that we will begin work on the selector upgrades and digester 
heater upgrades this week. This work (the “Proposed Works”) was the reason for re-issuing the 
ECA last year. 
We will follow up with a schedule within 30 days of commencement of construction as required by 
the ECA. The work is expected to continue at least into May. We will temporarily switch from 
using the selector to the old splitter box. This is explicitly provided for in the ECA. The selector 
contents will be transferred into the tankage that remains in use. We expect no bypasses or 
overflows or significant loss of treatment nor do we expect any unusual air emissions. 
 Should you have any questions or comments please feel free to contact me. 
  
Thanks, 
  
Martin Shaw, P. Eng., 
Supervisor of Technical Services 
Wastewater Operations Branch 
Environmental Services Department 
(705)739-4220 x 5242 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Appendix “C”: Completed Repair Work Order Summary 

Date Description 
4/1/2021 RAS pump #4 was taken out of service new years eve for running loud with 

concerning noises by Mike D. No WO was created then, so I am creating one now.  
26/3/2021 Analyzer is erratic. 
19/1/2021 Please put in the WO how to change the dead band on the actuator and why to 

change the dead band, also put it on paper and laminate the paper and fasten to 
the disconnect on the wall for the valve. 

29/3/2021 Key fob on the northeast door of the solarium (E004) is buzzing can we repair it or 
disconnect it. 

4/5/2021 Asking for second UPS for Admin building Control room to get rid of Extension 
cords.  

20/1/2021 Please do all repairs reported from Sterling on the boilers 
28/9/2021 Supply and exhaust fans not working in auto in RAS 4,5, & 6 area 

mailto:Luc.Paquin@barrie.ca
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Date Description 
18/5/2021 Chemical leak in tunnel next to RAS gallery that houses compressor B. Tunnel 

smells slightly like chlorine. Build up occurring it seems for a while. See Brooke for 
clarification if needed. 

18/3/2021 Please rebuild spare return activated sludge pump. 
20/1/2021 Please do all repairs reported from Sterling on the boilers 
17/11/202

1 
Valve un-commanded close alarm. Tired multiple trouble shooting and found valve 
would fully open in local and fully close when put back into PC. Using the small 
black valve on the second air line we were able to manually open the valve with it in 
PC Man. W 

14/10/202
1 

# 1 skimmer for # 3 secondary clarifier is not moving  

8/6/2021 RAS pump #1 leaking from site tube 
4/1/2021 Light doesn't come on automatically when you enter the drip trap room. 

21/11/202
1 

Secondary clarifier #5 5/2 chain is beginning to catch on drive gear. Doug said it 
Will need to be fixed.  

19/2/2021 Basement Sump pumps plugging due to high solids 
22/3/2021 Valve FCV2766_08 is not functioning properly and so operations has had to resort 

in placing the valve in Local open. This valve being constantly open is now 
generating an alarm occasionally when PD3 transfers to SD1 as the line has a 
"possibility" to be u 

8/4/2021 Please inspect Roto cut grinder due to increase in output temperature. Suspect that 
roto cut in plugged.  

20/4/2021 Sump pump panel overload. please change the waffer check valves. 
20/4/2021 Sump pump panel overload. please change the waffer check valves. 
20/4/2021 Check the grinder for a possible plug. Based on sludge heater temp in and out. 
8/11/2021 Seal leaking can we get electrically disconnected so I can remove to work on 
15/11/202

1 
Investigate grinder. Oil may need looking at? making slight clicking sound. See log 
book for further details on troubleshooting so far. 

15/1/2021 Chemical building alum pump No. 12 has leak condition status. Needs repair.  
16/2/2021 Chemical building alum transfer pump leak detection status alarm and shut down 

alum transfer. (2021/02/12) 
19/12/202

1 
Issue with air and oil pressure. Found it without oil. Removed the sensor and Filled 
with oil Saturday evening, and lost half of what I added. Tried the sensor and 
alarmed immediately. Removed the sensor to continue operation. 

16/3/2021 slight leak on the elbow on the pressure relief line  
14/10/202

1 
# 2 skimmer for # 2 secondary clarifier is not moving 

5/5/2021 Secondary clarifier long collector 5/3 shear pin broke. When a new shear pin was 
put in, it broke again. Taking tank down. Need maintenance to have a look. 
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13/10/202

1 
North raw sewage wet well - one of the floats broke and needs to be replaced. The 
float is currently on the side of the wet well floor. See Murray for any additional 
details 

31/8/2021 Hot water circulating pump keeps kicking out  
31/8/2021 Sump pump not working 
14/3/2021 Vent purity keeps going up and down causing multiple LOLO level alarms. I have 

looked in the cabinet and see no water in the lines and no visible reason this should 
be sending alarms. This was an issue Saturday as well but stopped late afternoon. 

3/8/2021 The tall orange vertical racking with extended arms was built incorrectly and 
requires a rebuild. For Army and his crew to complete the work, the racking needs 
to be clear of any items (hoses, tables, chairs, or any other equipment stored there). 

15/11/202
1 

Sump Pump beneath cogen is continuously running. Suspected that stop float not 
always working. 

15/11/202
1 

Sump Pump beneath cogen is continuously running. Suspected that stop float not 
always working. 

11/11/202
1 

Issue with the LEL sensor in co-gen  

26/8/2021 Flare got an alarm that it would not ignite.  
8/2/2021 Pneumatic hatch for sump in PD3 broken and hatch will not fully close. 

20/5/2021 Red emergency lights inside and outside on the Cogen building are flashing. No 
alarms noticed on SCADA. Don't know the cause of these flashing lights.  

25/1/2021 Please replace the water flush line in the tunnel between Secondary digester 1 and 
the alum room.  

18/4/2021 Keep getting alarm for pump run status.  
22/3/2021 Sludge judge access hatch in front of Sec Eff Long Collector 4/3 (SC1143_43) 

needs its hinge replaced. Almost broken off. 
1/10/2021 The injector point to SC#3 is leaking bad. Cam found a large amount of Alum on the 

deck.  
20/5/2021 LIT 1882_02 - Level reading improper reading  
21/5/2021 Skimmer sc1143-57. Can we replace or lower the skirt on the skimmer as it is not 

pushing foam into trough. Foam is backed up in clarifier 5. 
22/3/2021 Valve handle for alum pump No.11 spins past its "limits". Must have been over 

cranked at some point. 
28/2/2021 Noisy drive motor. 
3/3/2021 Secondary long collector 2/3 motor noisy. investigate and repair or replace 

29/11/202
1 

Sec Eff Long Collector 4/4 gear cover is bent. Does not close properly and is bent 
to the side. 

15/11/202
1 

Broken shear pin . Replace and run  

22/3/2021 SC1143_23 and SC1143_50 motors noisy on deck. 
15/6/2021 Please repair exhaust leak on heat recovery silencer 
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19/2/2021 Please check and repair the outlets by the desk in the Cogen Control Room. The 

SCADA computer was found dead and the ground on the power cord was black. 
9/2/2021 Digester pressure spiking. Pressures spiked to hi alarm levels in PD3 and PD2 in 

the matter of 10 - 15 mins. (This happened @ 17:00 - 17:10) This issue has 
occurred multiple times over the past week or so. additional info: With pressures up 
near 360 mmW 

25/1/2021 Please repair exhaust leak at flex coupling. 
28/2/2021 Key switch is baffed and the cover comes off and can fall into the rotating assembly. 
25/3/2021 please rebuild west flame arrestor 
22/11/202

1 
GDS6199_23 - LEL sensor is in alarm for signal fault 

10/6/2021 Please inspect primary clarifier 2 and make necessary repairs. 
5/7/2021 Primary Clarifier #2 Skimmer #2 is not working correctly. Needs to be adjusted.  

12/7/2021 The automatic flushing system for the primary scum seems to flush a lot longer on 
Saturday and Sundays resulting in high levels in the scum tank. We have found it 
still flushing an hour after the cycle was complete and once it finally stops the tank 
pumps 

16/7/2021 Skimmer 2 on primary tank 2 not working 
13/8/2021 Please repair the cross collector. 
8/2/2021 Further work and investigation into this valve is required. Lines froze again on Feb 

8th 2021 around 18:30. Not sure what the problem is or the solution. 
4/2/2021 Valve Unox No. 4 vent was un-commanded open. Currently fully open 100% 

resulting in wasted oxygen. 
13/10/202

1 
please replace the drive motor on the bridge. 

12/2/2021 Please check to see if we have loose connections as we keep loosing the run status 
on the pump. 

27/7/2021 Inspect and correct noise and vibration. 
2/11/2021 Mixer 3-1 needs coupling changed 
27/8/2021 Aeration mixer in UNOX tank has a leak starting in the gasket area. 
11/1/2021 Motor coupler unox 1 mixer 1 
7/9/2021 Pulsation dampener (accu-pulse), for alum pump #7, not working. 
3/4/2021 When transfer pmp#4 is moving sludge from PD3 to SD1 a medium priority alarm is 

generated. Alarm reads Flow LoLo to Biosolids HT. Alarm is created due to valve 
FCV2766_08 OPEN and in LOCAL. 

19/7/2021 Please repair wash water pump on filter #3 
26/4/2021 Foreign matter trapped in the t below graduated cylinder 
25/3/2021 pH and temperature is in fault. Tim lacey is here but did not create this fault. 
11/3/2021 Crack piping in tower panel needs replacing. Whoever completed work please see 

Al Baker and myself prior. Some rearranging and changes would like to be made to 
the piping and valves while we have it torn apart.  
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26/1/2021 Please repair the bridge wheels on Filter #1 
1/2/2021 January Item #7Filter 2. Class C, Floor damage/ trip hazard. Repair concrete. 

18/2/2021 please change the wheels on filter bridge#2 
2/3/2021 Filter bridge #3 washwater pump not pumping. Vfd ramps up but wont pump 

anything  
11/3/2021 #3 washwater pump is in alarm. OC1 is flashing on the VFD  
11/3/2021 Replace backwash pump in filter #4  
4/5/2021 The valve directly down to the outlet channel is leaking and needs to be replaced.  
4/3/2021 please locate and remove hose nozzle from primary scum line. 

10/9/2021 -Filters 1-4 have no level reading but picture will move up and down with level 
changes and Hi/HiHi alarms are functioning.-NLS has diagnosed the problem as the 
signal fault on filter #1 and it is effecting the display of filters 2-4. -We are going to l 

11/3/2021 Create a SOP for odor control biotower checks and how to fill/maintain nutrient 
tank. 

15/3/2021 Gasket between the upper and lower tower is leaking and needs to be repaired. 
25/3/2021 Blower is quite noisy, please investigate. 
26/3/2021 Recirculation pump on odor control does not work 
17/5/2021 Please repair filter bridge #5 hood. 
28/5/2021 Hypo leak by exhaust across from the front end of Filter 5. Check with Amanda if 

you can't find it. 
28/6/2021 Alum leak , transfer line to flash/floc tank, tunnel 4 
14/7/2021 Filter 5 bridge. Hood doesn't rise and bridge drive doesn't respond. 
18/10/202

1 
Leaking pipe in tunnel 4 (near flash and floc) in tertiary building basement 

8/2/2021 Festoon cable has parted and possible realignment of bridge required.  
17/7/2021 Pressure indicator on SD#1 is reading incorrectly since Friday morning. Reads 

currently -141.6mmWC. 
11/8/2021 I tested the HL float alarm in the sump pit beside the primary scum hopper. It did 

not activate an alarm but did turn the pump on. It was not my area but I happened 
to be testing my own area alarms and thought I'd try testing it on my way by. 

22/3/2021 The garden hose spout off of the flush line that comes up through the sky hatch 
from Scum gallery to primary deck has a broken wheel handle. Is sharp and it cant 
be tightened enough to stop flow so when water valve is open it leaks continuously 
onto floor 

19/2/2021 The recirculating pump is very noisy at times. It may just be a fan blade dragging in 
the housing as it's worse when the pump has been off and runs cold for a while. 

14/9/2021 Jake and Ryan are fixing the hose on Alum Pump #1 
26/7/2021 Internal pump tubing is leaking. 
29/3/2021 Burnt out lights over pump station control panel. 
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6/1/2021 Flow meter is not functioning. Shows flow and then negative flow. Also will show 

flow when there is none and pumps are not running. This issue has been long 
running. We need a new meter here. 

11/10/202
1 

Filter #3. The key switches are confused. The backwash switch controls the 
wastewater pump and the washwater switch controls the backwash pump.  

19/7/2021 Transfer pump leaking  
12/10/202

1 
Reports of exhaust damper motor not working  

4/7/2021 LIT 1881_01 hypo tank level sensor keeps going into signal fault, alarm has been 
disabled due to repeated call ins  

7/6/2021 Leak in alum transfer line (at ceiling) 
7/6/2021 Alum leak on left side of chemical building basement. Walk down the stairs and 

forward towards the control panel and to the left on the floor a leak has started.  
25/5/2021 2 elbows leaking just after alum transfer pump to day tank. 
13/1/2021 Please replace the wheels on the filter bridge, and replace caps on rails. 
9/5/2021 This is for both secondary alum dosing pumps, the problem is the guards, they 

crowd the suction valve handle which has to be operated daily. The guards are 
sharp and flop around. If we could attach the guards to give more hand clearance, 
would be great. I 

26/4/2021 Pump performance continues to drop. Might be time to replace hose 
15/7/2021 PLC 12 and 13 in septic receiving have a watchdog fault and there are no 

communications to SCADA. Kevin recommended to check the UPS  
26/11/202

1 
# 5 alum pump for flash flock not working  

3/11/2021 Discharge channel gate is not closing even by the torque tool. 
16/11/202

1 
Filter #3 wash water pump needs to be replaced. 

17/11/202
1 

Please re and re filter 3 wash water pump. Take old pump to SPL for rebuild 

15/12/202
1 

Filter bridge #2 seems to keep trying to ride up the rail causing loss of connection to 
the proximity switch  

13/1/2021 please fix the exterior lighting on the filter building 
24/6/2021 Filter Bridge #6 stop sensor is not working correctly. Please repair. 
7/7/2021 Hood drive filter 5 bridge 

28/9/2021 Please repair or replace the pump. 
11/11/202

1 
Please repair Thermostat TUH 702 in tertiary building by filter #5 

15/9/2021 Flowmeter is reading a value but valve is closed and Murray double checked that 
there is no flow. FIT1044 

26/11/202
1 

# 5 alum pump for flash flock not working  
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17/2/2021 unit heater 
1/2/2021 January Item #2Basement Stair Chemical Building, Class C, Lights not working in 

stairwell. Fix.  
30/11/202

1 
Alum pmp 11 leak. Replace hose 

15/11/202
1 

-Local display for the pump and on SCADA are very different (locally approx. 20 Hz) 
SCADA says 12.8.-Chris confirmed with 4-20 meter readings. 

7/10/2021 Change hose in pump 12B 
6/10/2021 Alum transfer pump will not start 
9/4/2021 East Alum tank isolation valve needs to be replaced. Will not close.  

14/10/202
1 

#1 filter bridge frequently stop itself 

8/2/2021 UV channel #2 module 17. On going communication problem with this module. 
Chris shut the power off to this module to avoid nuisance call outs tonight. Further 
investigation required.  

23/2/2021 RDT#3 (which is off) water running from back. Also VFD had “under volt fault F 4” 
on screen. Cleared it but doesn’t seem right.  

23/9/2021 Module 1 bulb failure. 
22/9/2021 Replace ballast in North channel number 2 
16/9/2021 Disconnect needs repair. 
7/4/2021 please order and install new fans on the UV banks 

16/2/2021 Channel #1 Module 10 loss of Comm.  
28/1/2021 Please calibrate Final pH meter.  
11/11/202

1 
Please replace belt on EF 711 exhaust fan in UVBelt number is 3L 260 

23/9/2021 Module 3 blown light bulb 
12/3/2021 Various fails in both UV channels. Intensity down to 47% in channel 2  
24/9/2021 Module 3 ballast out 
16/9/2021 Module 11 South channel disconnect and cord cap in need of repair 
5/1/2021 Replace disconnect and cord end on module 15 of north channel. Due to burn 

marks 
10/12/202

1 
please replace heater in the LEL box to keep from freezing. 

11/2/2021 Air supply blower motor is noisy  
20/5/2021 Boiler failed twice on flame failure within 15 minutes.  
22/1/2021 Valves seized on pump #1 and pump #4 discharge lines. Seized valves have 

caution tape on them  
8/4/2021 Grit pump #1 not getting good flow. Multiple flushes have been done. Good flow 

when tank is isolated and water is pushed through pump but as soon as tank valve 
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is opened flow drops (to around 25m3/Hr). Tank being taken down currently so 
work can be done a 

21/5/2021 FCV 1773_01C valve gets stuck and loses position at various points, its been 
exercised and keeps getting stuck and going into fail to close and/ or fail to position 
alarms 

25/5/2021 When trying to key boiler from local into auto, it still shows Local on SCADA. Either 
a key switch issue or a SCADA issue.  

15/10/202
1 

There is noisy in North channel of UV when blower is running  

2/3/2021 Readout for the truck driver seems to be off from what is going into the trucks. From 
Mike at Wessuc - Just wanted to give you a heads up we are having problems with 
the meter at the sludge loading station at the plant. We had a overflow on a unit and 
ha 

11/2/2021 TWAS pump #2 seems very loud when running. Someone should have a listen 
might be in the stator. 

22/1/2021 RDT #3 has a mixer fault alarm and a blown fuse. Suspected water somehow got 
into the panel. This RDT is our backup so work on this relatively soon would be 
appreciated.  

5/2/2021 Please repair the heater fan blades on the upper floor of the influent building 
30/4/2021 Mixer No.5 failed to start. Turned off disconnect and back on at unit and in electrical 

room, alarm cleared but then failed to start again. 
2/11/2021 Check lighting throughout area, including pump room. 
22/6/2021 Leak on T fitting, discharge line from flash/floc alum pmp #7 
3/11/2021 Sensor for grit classifier 1 is giving a low speed alarm. Conduit around sensor is 

rotten. 
11/11/202

1 
Rope switch will not reset 

23/9/2021 UV Bank 6 in South Channel - Module 17 fan not working  
13/5/2021 Fuel level sensor for Generator fuel tanks. power indicator bulb needs replacing and 

lens cover 
8/1/2021 Small gas/water trap in gas room is dumping water more often or a wet valve may 

be leaking through. Just need maintenance to check in case it's a future problem.  
5/11/2021 Winch needs to be repaired or replaced 
29/7/2021 Drivers say the loading station hand crank is coming loose and lowers crooked. 
7/12/2021 Burnt out ballast on module 3. 
22/11/202

1 
Module 1 battery failure 

27/10/202
1 

Re tagging of Disconnects and Cords for UV modules. Many of the tags have were 
not able to be re fastened to new equipment, lost or damaged.  

10/10/202
1 

Bulb out in bank two 
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29/9/2021 UV 12 North Channel - Module 17. Replace disconnect and cord cap. Started to 

melt. 
28/9/2021 UV 3 in South Channel - Cord cap melted to the disconnect on module 8 
27/9/2021 Blown ballast 
16/9/2021 Door E008 exterior door for grit bin room will not let a FOB entry happen. Door 

remains closed with no indication of trying to open. Tested with multiple FOBs. 
17/5/2021 Valve failed to open, exercised and its working again but its very slow and noisy  
20/4/2021 Purity on oxygen form blending tank to aeration 1-3 is low (around 68%). Consulted 

with Jamie earlier in shift and could be loose fittings on the injectors. 
30/8/2021 upper bearing needs replaced 
12/11/202

1 
Clean injectors on Blending tank #2 

14/4/2021 Exhaust Fan EF-402 is not working 
7/5/2021 Replace MSA LEL pump in the south tank. failed during the testing from Tim Lacey 
7/7/2021 Aerobic gas detection #1 needs to be looked at by an electrician  

30/8/2021 Low flow alarm LEL 
14/9/2021 Mixer #2 PLC is trying to raise the output speed (at 51%) but it is showing 60 hz  
15/11/202

1 
LEL gas detection sig. fault 

23/4/2021 New safety sticker needed for new nutrient tote. *See picture of old sticker for 
reference* 

14/4/2021 Exhaust Fan EF-101B (pump room) is not working  
13/12/202

1 
SCADA does not match with the flow meter FIT2434_01 for raw sludge. Flow meter 
and/or wiring needs to be checked. 

25/6/2021 The cabinet heater in the raw sewage sample hut continues to heat the cabinet with 
the switch open and the temp control on minimum. I think it may be wired direct? 
The fridge is working it's little heart out. The internal temp of the hut has been up to 
45 

11/4/2021 Valve gives fail to close and unknown position alarms intermittently  
20/4/2021 Actuator will not operate remotely 
20/4/2021 Flow meter is not reading properly 
30/7/2021 FCV2431_03. Primary clarifier #3 Valve keeps going into unknown position. Valve 

was at 0% open however was not reading as fully closed  
9/3/2021 Valve will not open or close by SCADA or by hand.  

15/3/2021 Raw sludge valve not responding - fails to open. Valve was changed to LOCAL and 
OPEN. PLC Logic altered to allow the cycling to still work effectively. Once the 
valve is repaired, the logic will have to be changed back. 

28/6/2021 Valve not reaching the limit closed. please adjust the limits. 
15/10/202

1 
Blending tank #2 mixer is showing Hz on VFD but not showing Hz on SCADA page 
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7/9/2021 PD 1 3-way hot water valve for heat exchanger #1. Potentiometer set for 0% but 

valve will only close to 50%. 
27/6/2021 UPS failed and cause the PLC to shut down without causing an alarm. Change 

UPS.  
27/6/2021 Start float does not work. Will not start the pump.  
22/3/2021 We are having intermittent issues with the purity analyzer dropping to 20 %. May be 

a flow issue please check the lines and compressor for proper flow and pressure 
and that the line are all clear. 

22/7/2021 Please have Murray mechanical in to check out the compressor as it has a loud 
knock 

22/7/2021 Discharge pipe has an 8 in spider split in the pipe causing very high h2s and lel . 
Please repair immediately  

12/6/2021 Valve in tunnel. Used for sludge transfer from Blending tank to PD3. Scada shows 
valve fully open but visual indicator shows only 60% open and unable to open 
further by hand. Please I investigate. 

12/5/2021 Gas dryer # 2 tries to start but cant. Possible problem with compressor pump 
22/4/2021 Primary digester #1 heat exchanger valve (FCV1673_05A) can not be manually 

adjusted. When Chris tried to close it manually to a desired set point % it doesn't 
stop. Just springs closed. Was messing around with this valve because PD#1 is 
trending downwards 

27/2/2021 Sludge heater #1 injector is leaking and the floor is slippery. Please send the WO to 
the operator(s) in that area. The line can be shortened and reattached. 

25/3/2021 Analyzer showing a reading of 65% purity. Should be in the range of 85%+. The 
sudden drop was due to a filter change on the analyzer. Needs calibration or 
inspection.  

15/4/2021 please rebuild mixer from digester and replace with existing.(rebuilding all of them) 
8/2/2021 Gas Dryer failed on Dual pressure 
8/7/2021 Roto cut wiring needs work to get the system back up and running in auto. 
8/7/2021 Roto cut wiring needs work to get the system back up and running in auto. 

31/5/2021 Please change out faulty drive. 
1/2/2021 January Item #1 Digester 1/2 Gas Room, Class C, Electrical device taped to 

support. Securely fix. 
18/8/2021 Sump pump in PD 1/2 basement start float does not work. Sump pit will fill with 

water after washing floors and drains and cause a HI alarm to come in and 
manually have to pump down sump. 

22/7/2021 Digester gas valve seal to Gas Drier #2 needs to be replaced. Valve is also very 
stiff.  

11/6/2021 Valve from defoamer line to barrel was leaking. Johnnie took it all apart and fixed it. 
It is no longer leaking.  

26/4/2021 Please remove and replace with rebuilt mixer. 
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4/2/2021 This valve after diesel runs is getting stuck closed Needs to be locally opened to 

allow boiler to start.  
27/2/2021 Leaking fitting at heater #2, has been leaking for weeks. Please have the operator 

in that area shorten the line and reattach it please. 
3/4/2021 Washer Compactor for MBS #1 fails to detect motion of compactor and goes into 

Lockout, when in PC Auto. But if run in PC Manual motion is detected. Electrician, 
Chris, adjusted motion sensor but no change in performance. 

24/8/2021 Hi level alarm float in raw sludge gallery sump pit 
30/10/202

1 
AIT0941_23B - Unox #2 pH sensor reading high. Sensor was cleaned and may 
need calibration  

7/1/2021 Secure signs above pull stations  
15/1/2021 Test by Megamation please ignore 
22/11/202

1 
Please repair replace UPS in Maintenance Foreperson office 

22/1/2021 Screenings/ grit conveyor #2 motor running but not conveyor  
6/4/2021 please make sure the louvres are operational. 

15/8/2021 # 1 bar screen compactor  
1/3/2021 Secondary effluent pump #3 seal water leaking at the sight glass  
2/4/2021 WC #1 conveyor appears to be faulting on the motion sensor. It resets immediately 

but does not run very long before it faults again. We are operating it in PC manual 
with periods of automatic operation just to see if the problem can be alleviated 
and/or c 

9/3/2021 Flow up and down needs to be looked at. Going from 250 down to 23 ml/min. 
9/4/2021 Please inspect flowmeter for low flow issues. 

20/5/2021 Step down Transformer from 600v to 120v needs replacing for Foul Air Booster 
EF2411-01. 

2/11/2021 Electrical conduit at incline conveyor needs repair. 
14/7/2021 Raw sewage wet well O2 sensor was below flood level. 
1/3/2021 RDT #1 has an auxiliary fault 2 active on both VFD pads. I will attach a photo. I 

need to run the drum to finish my cleaning on the RDT but it will not run with the 
fault active. It won’t clear by shutting off power. 

23/3/2021 Alum system leaking at the clarified 4 injection point 
25/6/2021 Tripping hazard at the west end of the mixed liquor channel 4th hatch in from that 

end has a stainless runner down the fixed part of the hatch. Needs a spot O' weld 
lads. 

8/1/2021 VFD 4-6 for secondary effluent pumps while switching duties of the pumps so 
maintenance could work on pm's I ran into the issue of the VFD faulting. I believe it 
is happening because there is a slight delay between once I have switched duties 
and once the 

17/2/2021 spare motor for compacter 
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23/3/2021 Slight leak on alum transfer to day tank line. Leak is in tunnel #4 (tunnel outside the 

HPEW pump room)  
3/5/2021 Removal of old disconnects from pd3 basement for Loop 10 Hot water pump and 

Hot water mixing valve. Equipment not removed from the recent upgrade. 
7/5/2021 Repair MSA light on the south exit doors of the gas room 

26/8/2021 Recirc pump #1 for PD3 needs a new drive.  
6/10/2021 SCADA NODE UPS, please I spect repair UPS. Not keeping computers on during 

shut down 
19/4/2021 PD3 sump pit full of old sludge with thick cake on top. Need to be vacuumed out. 
1/2/2021 January Item #3. Tunnel 11, Class C, Fire door I088 rubs on floor, won’t close by 

itself. Re-align? 
15/2/2021 slight leak on the discharge line  
22/3/2021 Alum pump No.6 sounds very noisy. Also cracked cover. 
12/7/2021 Check #1 mixer of flash tank 1 
3/12/2021 Not pumping . Had to change both check valves , and purge . Ryan helped  
29/3/2021 Alum pump needs repair. May have blown a diaphragm. 
12/8/2021 HPWE pump 2 VFD speed is at 100% but is reading 36 Hz 
21/12/202

1 
RBC 72 oil is below the sight glass 

31/5/2021 RBC #24 alarmed out at 22:34 for "not running". Could find no visible reason for this 
to happen so I locked and tagged it out to be further inspected. Key for lockout is in 
operations on desk. 

19/4/2021 Noisy Motor 
26/2/2021 Cell #2 inlet weir is broken 
26/9/2021 Recirc pump PMP2173_14B in the filter building on the south west end of filter 3 

appears to have a stuffing box leak.I will send a pic later as it is taking a long time to 
send. I will send to John or Doug later. 

4/2/2021 Mixer will not run. Has power at the vfd tried resetting and running in local 
18/2/2021 The line from Alum pump #4 is leaking.  
18/10/202

1 
Replace faulty soft start. 

3/10/2021 Pump is routinely pumping less than is required. supply lines have been checked 
and are clear. After pump is flushed it pumps better, but eventually get worse. 

8/3/2021 Pump failed and will not start. Pump run status is bypassed on SCADA to show it as 
not currently running 

30/12/202
1 

Please repair the end bearing on the auger. 

29/1/2021 Screenings / Grit conveyor #3 will not run in auto but will run in local. Might be the 
key switch. 

6/4/2021 Reviewing the change in WAS condition and trying to make our polymer work. try 
new polymer. 
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3/6/2021 Secondary effluent pump 2 seal water leaking  

22/6/2021 RDT VFD has auxiliary fault 2 that will not clear. (safety kill switch?).Plus when put 
into PC Auto scada shows it in local. 

28/4/2021 RDT3 drive and booster pump stopped operating while being washed. The booster 
HIM indicates an auxiliary fault"2". 

28/4/2021 RDT3 drive and booster pump stopped operating while being washed. The booster 
HIM indicates an auxiliary fault"2". 

9/11/2021 Please have CAT check why engine would not start after E stop was pressed and 
then reset. 

31/3/2021 Please repair and/or replace pilot lights on front of the Polymer Control Panel. 
20/8/2021 Please replace the solenoid for the spray water on RDT No.2 
1/2/2021 January Item #4WAS/TWAS Basement Safe Room. Class C, Possible grounding 

wire (?) hanging loose. Inspect/repair. 
11/1/2021 Suspect bearing going on RDT 2 drive motor  
11/11/202

1 
Dan to fix loose chain on RDT #3 

20/8/2021 Pipe for spray water has a large leak for RDT #2  
10/6/2021 Valve does not open/move. Tried by hand to turn, does not move.  
16/4/2021 RDT3 safety trip switch needs to be moved enough so that the hinged cover doesn't 

strike the housing of the switch. There is a safety concern as you have to open the 
cover aggressively to force it past the switch.  

25/3/2021 Please install new inline mixer for polymer make up unit 
9/3/2021 RDT #3 spray water pump extra noisy  

28/4/2021 RDT3 drive and booster pump stopped operating while being washed. The booster 
HIM indicates an auxiliary fault"2". 

27/10/202
1 

UPS Battery failure 

28/2/2021 Key switch requires replacement and is stuck in hand. Also H&S issue with the 
inspection hatch as it comes unhinged and can fall into the rotating assembly. 

1/2/2021 January Item #5Generator Building basement tunnel behind fuel tanks. Class C, 
Alum leaking onto electrical conduit. Stop leak and clean cable. 

13/10/202
1 

please replace noisey motor. 

6/10/2021 CON6223_02 has a hole in the screen resulting in grit escaping 
19/11/202

1 
Please free up and lube the 3 manual sluice gates in the secondary pump wet well. 

21/7/2021 Secondary sump pump #1. Suspect a faulty discharge backflow preventer. 
20/8/2021 Please replace the liners. 
31/8/2021 F&F pump 6 stops periodically. I changed the belt because the guard looked like it 

jammed the drive. The pumping stopped again. If you push the pulley in the 
direction of rotation it will operate for a while but not long. 
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Date Description 
16/12/202

1 
PLC 14 battery failure 

28/6/2021 Levels are uneven in both wells causing level diff alarm. 
1/2/2021 January Item #9Generator Building. Exposed wiring, no delineation. Control access, 

use signage to warn. 
9/6/2021 Secondary Eff Pump #4 has been locked out since July 2020 for contactor non 

operational� wanted to send this WO in case it had been forgotten.  
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